
Welcome to the Women’s NeuroNetwork (WNN) event
‘SCIENCE COMMUNICATION: HOW AND WHY?’

May 9th, 16:00 - 17:30pm (CET) | Free online event.

We are excited to introduce the speakers Jo Browning, Media and Scientific Communications
Specialist, and Dr. Daniel Quintana, Senior Researcher and Science Communicator.

Please find their full bios below.

PROGRAM:

⋆ 16:00 - 16:10 | Welcome and introduction | Dr. Ann-Marie de Lange

⋆ 16:10 - 16:40 | Scientifically Speaking: how to increase your impact
when speaking about science | Jo Browning

⋆ 16:40 - 17:00 | How social media can boost your scientific career |
Dr. Daniel Quintana

⋆ 17:00 - 17:30 | Questions and discussion

*Note that the time is CET - check timezone here

| RSVP | Join WNN |

https://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?iso=20220127T160000&p1=187
https://www.womensneuronet.com/event
https://www.womensneuronet.com/join


Jo Browning
Media and Scientific Communications Specialist
Founder of Scientifically and Filshie Browning Associates

Jo Browning is a specialist in science and media communications, with extensive experience helping those
working in science and healthcare to communicate with impact and authority. Jo trained as a journalist
at BAFTA and Emmy award-winning Insight News Television and then moved into public relations. She
has held several senior positions in science and healthcare communications across Europe. She holds an
English degree from Oxford University, a Diploma in Public Relations, and a Post Graduate Diploma in
Science and Society. She lectures on science and corporate communications and is an in-demand speaker
and trainer. Jo is the Founder of communications and training companies Filshie Browning Associates
and Scientifically. Her book, Scientifically Speaking: How to speak about your research with confidence
and clarity is an Amazon bestseller.

Daniel Quintana
Senior Researcher, University of Oslo
Science communicator and podcaster

Dan Quintana is a Senior Researcher in Psychology at the University of Oslo. His research investigates
how hormones influence our thoughts and behaviours, the neurobiology of autism spectrum disorders, and
research methodology. Along with his research, Dan is also a science communicator, using various social
media platforms and podcasts to share scientific research and discuss the scientific research process. His
science podcast Everything Hertz has been downloaded over half a million times and his YouTube channel
has received over 200,000 views. Daniel has also authored a short book, Twitter for Scientists, on how
academics can use Twitter to boost their careers (t4scientists.com).

Women’s NeuroNetwork (WNN) was established by Dr Ann-Marie de Lange and Dr Claudia Barth
to provide a networking platform for researchers at all career stages. The aim is to promote academic
independence and support collaboration across labs and countries. All neuroscientists who identify as a
woman are welcome to join our community. Please find more information and an overview of all members
here: www.womensneuronet.com.

https://www.womensneuronet.com/
https://www.womensneuronet.com

